Congratulations to the 2020 University Writing Awards Recipients!

The 2020 University Writing Awards Committee is pleased to announce the following recipients:

**Graduate:**
- **Anne Dearth** (Instrumental Studies) Scholarly, “Notating Extra-Instrumental Movement”
- **Jonathan Duckworth** (English) Creative Fiction, “Les Lutins”
- **Cassia Hameline** (English) Creative Non-Fiction, “In Preparation”
- **Jonathan Duckworth** (English) Poetry, “Grace”

**Undergraduate:**
- **Samantha Streeter** (English) Scholarly, “Truman Capote's 'In Cold Blood' and the Death of American Gender Norms”
- **Meghan Anne Hernandez** (English) Creative Fiction, “December 18th”
- **Sarah Ulery** (English and History) Creative Non-Fiction, “Bad Platonist”
- **Nicholas Hao** (TAMS) Poetry, “Hyphenated Exist-ence”